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Abstract

The electric (EDM) and magnetic (g−2 ) dipole moments are static properties sensitive to

quantum corrections induced by the virtual particles that populate the vacuum. Indeed,

they are well suited to test the Standard Model of Elementary of particle physics and to

unveil unknown New Physics (NP) hidden at high energy. The electron and muon g−2 have

been measured with the wonderful precision of 0.24 ppb and 0.54 ppm, respectively, and

thus they represent one of the strongest confirmation of the SM and greatest achievement

in Quantum Field Theory.

Nonetheless the SM deficiencies, the explanation of dark matter and dark energy, cosmo-

logical inflaton, neutrino oscillations and masses, the strong CP problem and the origin of

matter-antimatter asymmetry, call for new physics beyond the SM. Since NP contribution

to the dipole moments of a fermion f is expected to be proportional to m2
f , dipole moments

of heavy fermions, such as the top quark or the tau lepton, are much more sensitive to NP

effects than the electron or muon ones. However the very short lifetime of these unstables

particle makes it impossible to directly measure their electromagnetic properties. There-

fore, indirect information must be obtain by precisely measuring cross sections and decay

rates in processes involving the emission of a real photon by the heavy fermion.

In this thesis, we investigate the possibility to measure the anomalous magnetic moment

and the electric dipole moment of the top quark at the LHC and tau lepton at future high

luminosity B-factories.
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Introduction

The electric (EDM) and magnetic (g−2 ) dipole moments are static properties sensitive to

quantum corrections induced by the virtual particles that populate the vacuum. Indeed,

they are well suited to test the Standard Model of Elementary of particle physics and

to unveil unknown New Physics (NP) hidden at high energy. The electron and muon

g−2 have been measured with the wonderful precision of 0.24 ppb[1] and 0.54 ppm[2],

respectively, and thus they represent one of the greatest achievement in Quantum Field

Theory and strongest confirmation of the SM.

Nonetheless the SM deficiencies, the explanation of dark matter and dark energy, cosmo-

logical inflaton, neutrino oscillations and masses, the strong CP problem and the origin

of matter-antimatter asymmetry, call for new physics beyond the SM. In a large class of

theories beyond the SM [3–5], new contributions to the g−2 of a fermion f are expected

to modify the Standard Model (SM) prediction by a term proportional to m2
f . So, for

example, from a pure theoretical point of view the g−2 of the tau is much more sensitive

to New Physics (NP) effects than the muon and electron ones. Also, in view of its large

mass, the top quark is even better suited to unveil deviations from the SM and to probe

the dynamics that breaks the electroweak gauge symmetry. Furthermore, compared to

the other quarks, the top features are not spoiled by low-energy QCD effects since the top

quark decays before hadronizing.

EDM interactions violate parity and time reversal, so that if CPT is a good symmetry,

T violation implies CP violation and vice versa. The SM values for lepton and quark

fundamental EDMs are astonishingly small, too tiny to be seen by the projected future

experiments. Hence, the observation of a non-vanishing fundamental EDM would be bright

evidence for a CP -violating NP effect [6, 7].

However a very short lifetime poses many difficulties for the experimental determination

of dipole moments whose bounds must therefore be obtained in an indirect way through

precise measurements of cross sections and decay widths. In fact, while indirect limits

on anomalous electromagnetic couplings from electroweak precision data or flavor physics

7



8 Introduction

observables turn out to be very constraining for bottom quarks [8–10], only loose bounds

can be obtained in the case of top quarks [11, 12]. Nonetheless, several studies have

established photon radiation in top pair production at hadron colliders as potential probe

of anomalous coupling effects [13], which could be improved upon only at a future high-

energy electron-positron collider [14].

In this thesis we propose single-top-plus-photon production as a tool to investigate the tγ

coupling at the LHC.Indeed, with the cross sections for top pair production and single-top

production being of comparable magnitude at this hadron collider, it appeared worthwhile

to extend the tt̄γ production analysis in [13] to photon radiation in single top quark pro-

duction. In this work we analyze in detail signal and background processes contributing

to single-top-plus-photon production and we quantify the numerical magnitude of the top

dipole moments that can be detected in the upcoming 14 TeV runs at the LHC. In the

end, we give compelling reasons to analyze single-top-plus-gamma at the LHC by demon-

strating that the bounds that can be obtained from single-top-plus-photon production are

very much comparable in magnitude to those that can be obtained from tt̄γ final states.

These channels are completely independent from each other and therefore can be further

combined. In particular, we will show that existing bounds may be improved upon by up

to one order of magnitude.

High luminosity B- and τ/charm-factories offer new opportunities in tau precision physics

thanks to their high statistics and energy resolution. In particular, concerning the study

of dipole moments at B-factories, in Ref. [15] it has been proposed to search for the

tau anomalous magnetic moment form factor in tau pair production at the Υ resonances.

However the beam energy spread at Belle and future Belle-II makes very difficult to resolve

these narrow resonances.

For this reason we suggest in this thesis an alternative measurement of the tau anomalous

magnetic moment via leptonic radiative decays τ → lντ ν̄lγ with a precision of O(10−3),

which is the magnitude of the leading SM contribution. In fact the very short lifetime of the

tau has so far prevented the direct determination its g−2 by measuring its spin precession

as in the muon experiment, and the present resolution on its anomalous magnetic moment

[16] is more than an order of magnitude larger than its SM prediction [17].

Without any QCD low-energy approximation, the proposed study of leptonic radiative de-

cays offer the clean theoretical environment required by the desired experimental precision.

To provide the theoretical framework for such measurements at O(10−3), we computed the

polarized differential decay rate at NLO in the SM, including also W -boson propagator

effects and possible non-vanishing g−2 and EDM contributions. As shown long ago in

Ref. [18], to leading order in GF but to all orders in α, the radiative corrections to muon
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decay are finite in the Fermi V -A theory after mass and charge renormalization. Since this

special feature holds also for taus decaying into leptons, we computed all NLO corrections

to radiative leptonic decays in the Fermi theory, including full mass dependence.

In a dedicated feasybility study it has been analyzed the whole data sample collected

at Belle and planned in Belle II experiment in order to establish which are the future

achievable sensitivities to the tau dipole moments in radiative leptonic decays. We will

show that the measurement of tau anomalous magnetic moment at Belle II can be already

competitive with the current bound from DELPHI experiment [16]. While the expected

sensitivity to the tau EDM is still worse than the most precise measurement done at

Belle [19].





Chapter 1

Radiative decays of tau lepton

1.1 General ffγ coupling

The most general Lorentz-invariant vertex function describing the interaction of two on-

shell fermions and a photon can be written in the form

Γµ(q2) = −ie
{
γµ
[
F1V (q2) + F1A(q2)γ5

]
+
σµν
2mf

qν
[
iF2V (q2) + F2A(q2)γ5

]}
, (1.1)

where e is the proton charge, mf the mass of the fermion, σµν = i/2 [γµ, γν ] and q is the

four-momentum of the off-shell photon. The functions Fi(q
2) are called the form factors

and in the limit q2 → 0 they are physical and related to the static quantities

F1V (0) = Qf ,

F2V (0) = af Qf , (1.2)

F2A(0) = df
2mf

e
,

where Qf is the charge of the fermion, af and df are, respectively, the anomalous magnetic

moment and the electric dipole moment. The electric dipole contribution F2A(q2) violates

T and P invariance and therefore CP -invariance (if CPT is a good symmetry of nature).

Indeed, EDM vanishes in any CP -conserving theory.

It is illustrative also to combine the two (real) dipole moments, af and df into a single

complex dipole moment [20]:

cf = af
Qfe

2mf
− idf . (1.3)

11



12 Radiative decays of tau lepton

Thanks to this definition, in the limit q2 → 0 the dipole moments interactions in Eq. (1.1)

can be recast as

[cR σµνPR + cL σµνPL] qν , (1.4)

where PR and PL are, respectively, the right and left-handed chiral spinor projectors. If

we renounce CPT invariance, cR and cL are general and the dipole moments can acquire

any complex values Here we anticipate that in the feasibility study of tau dipole moments

we chose, for completeness, aτ and dτ to be complex number. However, if we require the

interaction of (1.4) to be hermitian, then cf ≡ cL = c∗R, i.e. af and df must to be real

parameters.

We noted that in general direct production processes of the fermion f are not suited to

disentangle the contributions from the CP -conserving magnetic dipole moment af and the

CP -violating electric dipole moment df . As a matter of fact, production amplitudes will

usually probe the modulus of the complex dipole moment, i.e. the combination

|cf | =
√(

af
Qfe

2mf

)2

+ d2
f , (1.5)

whereas they are almost insensitive to the phase,

tan (ϕf ) =
df
af

2mf

Qfe
, (1.6)

that can be regarded also as a measure of CP violation. The phases, ϕf , defined above

are all expected to be very small (except possibly in the case of a Dirac neutrino where the

anomalous magnetic moment and electric dipole moment are both tiny). As such, they

are not very useful except as a reminder that CP violation is generally a very small effect.

1.2 The SM prediction of aτ

In this section we briefly recall the SM prediction for the tau anomalous magnetic moment,

aτ , that is given by the sum of QED, electroweak (EW) and hadronic (HAD) terms (for

a more exhaustive analysis we refer the reader to refs. [17, 21]). All reported results were

derived using the CODATA [22] recommended mass ratios,

mτ/me = 3477.48 (57), (1.7)

mτ/mµ = 16.8183 (27). (1.8)
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The value for mτ adopted by CODATA in ref. [22], mτ = 1776.99 (29) MeV, is based on

the PDG 2002 results [23].

1.2.1 QED contribution

The QED part, aQED
τ , arises from the subset of SM diagrams containing only leptons and

photons. This dimensionless quantity can be cast in the general form [24]:

aQED
τ = A1 +A2

(
mτ

me

)
+A2

(
mτ

mµ

)
+A3

(
mτ

me
,
mτ

mµ

)
, (1.9)

where me, mµ, and mτ are the electron, muon, and τ mass.

The term A1, arising from diagrams containing only photons and τ , is mass and flavour

independent. In contrast the terms A2 and A3 are functions of the indicated mass ratios

and are generated by graphs including also electrons and muons. Each function Ai can be

expanded as power series in α/π and computed order by order:

Ai = A
(2)
i

(α
π

)
+A

(4)
i

(α
π

)2
+A

(6)
i

(α
π

)3
+ · · · . (1.10)

Only one diagram is involved in the evaluation of the one-loop contribution.

τ τ

γ

It provides the famous mass independent

result of Schwinger [25]

aQED

1 =
α

2π
, (1.11)

and so A
(2)
1 = 1/2.

τ

τ

γ

τ

τ

γ

τ

τ

γ

τ

τ

τ

γ

τ

τ

γ

τ

τ

γ

e, µ

Figure 1.1: The QED two-loop corrections to aτ .
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At two-loop, see Fig. 1.1, seven diagrams contribute to the second order term A
(4)
1 and

one to A
(4)
2 . The mass independent term has the analytical expression [26]

A
(2)
2 =

197

144
+
π2

12
+

3

4
ζ(3)− π2

2
ln 2, (1.12)

where ζ(z) is the Riemann zeta function. The coefficient of the two-loop mass-dependent

contribution A
(4)
2 (1/x), with x = me/mτ or mµ/mτ , is generated by the diagram with a

vacuum polarization subgraph containing the virtual lepton e or µ. The exact result has

the analytic compact form [27, 28]

A
(4)
2

(
1

x

)
= −25

36
− lnx

3
+ x2(4 + 3 lnx) +

x

2
(1− 5x2)

×
[
π2

2
− lnx ln

(
1− x
1 + x

)
− Li2(x) + Li2(−x)

]
+ x4

[
π2

3
− 2 lnx ln

(
1

x
− x
)
− Li2(x2)

]
,

(1.13)

where Li2(z) is the dilogarithm defined as

Li2(z) = −
∫ z

0

ln(1− t)
t

dt. (1.14)

The numerical values for the fourth order Ai coefficients are reported in Tab. 1.1. Note

that the errors are only due to the uncertainties of the mass ratios. The total fourth order

contribution is

A
(4)
1 +A

(4)
2 (mτ/me) +A

(4)
2 (mτ/mµ) = 2.057 457 (93). (1.15)

term value

A
(4)
1 − 0.328 478 · · ·

A
(4)
2 (mτ/me) 2.024 284 (55)

A
(4)
2 (mτ/mµ) 0.361 652 (38)

Table 1.1: numerical values for the fourth order Ai coefficients [29]

More than one hundred diagrams contribute to the QED three-loop correction. The coef-

ficient A
(6)
1 arises from 72 diagrams. Its exact expression is [30]

A
(6)
1 =

83

72
π2ζ(3)− 215

24
ζ(5)− 239

2160
π4 +

28259

5184
+

139

18
ζ(3)

− 298

9
π2 ln 2 +

17101

810
π2 +

100

3

[
Li4

(
1

2

)
+

1

24
(ln2 2− π2) ln2 2

]
.

(1.16)
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τ

τ

γ

(a) Vacuum polariza-
tion type

τ

τ

γ

(b) Double vacuum po-
larization

τ τ

γ

(c) Light-by-light

Figure 1.2: Some QED three loop diagrams contributions to aτ .

The coefficients A
(6)
2 (mτ/mi), i = µ, e, can be further split into two parts: the first one

A
(6)
2 (mτ/mi, vac) receives contributions from 36 diagrams containing either electron or

muon vacuum polarization loops (see for example Fig. 1.2a), whereas the second one,

A
(6)
2 (mτ/mi, lbl), is due to 12 light-by-light scattering diagrams with either electron and

muon loops (see Fig. 1.2b). The coefficient A
(6)
3 arises from diagrams with two-loop vacuum

polarization subgraphs. The values of three-loop coefficients are reported in Tab. 1.2. The

errors are due to the mass ratio uncertainties (see the beginning of this section). Adding

these results one finds: ∑
i

A
(6)
i = 57.9315 (27). (1.17)

term value

A
(6)
1 1.181 241 456 · · ·

A
(6)
2 (mτ/me) 46.392 1 (15)

A
(6)
2 (mτ/mµ) 7.010 21 (76)

A
(6)
3 (mτ/me, mτ/mµ) 3.347 97 (41)

Table 1.2: numerical values for the sixth order Ai coefficients [29]

QED terms of order higher than three are not known. So the total QED contribution to

aτ is [29]

aQED
τ = 117 324 (2) · 10−8 (1.18)

The error δaQED
τ is the uncertainty δC

(8)
τ (α/π)4 ∼ π2 ln2(mτ/me)(α/π)4 ∼ 2 · 10−8 that

the author in Ref. [29] assigned to aQED
τ for the uncalculated four-loop contributions.

Compared to this one, the errors due to the uncertainties of the O(α2) and O(α3) terms

are negligible.
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1.2.2 Electroweak contribution

τ

τ

γ

Z0 φ0

τ

τ

γ

H

τ

τ

γ

τ

τ

ντ

W

W

γ

τ

τ
W

φ

γ

τ

τ

ντντ

φ

φ

γ

Figure 1.3: The one-loop electroweak contributions to aτ . The diagram with a W and
a Goldstone boson φ must be counted twice.

With respect to the QED one-loop term, the electroweak correction to aτ is suppressed

by the ratio (mτ/MW )2 ≈ 4.8 · 10−4, where MW = 80.399(23) GeV is the mass of W

boson [31]. The EW contribution is therefore of the same order of magnitude as the

three-loop QED one. The one-loop diagrams involved are shown in Fig. 1.3. The analytic

expression for the one-loop EW contribution to aτ reads [32–36]

aEW
τ (one-loop) =

5GFm
2
τ

24
√

2π2

[
1 +

1

5
(1− 4 sin2 θW )2 +O

(
m2
τ

M2
Z,W,H

)]
, (1.19)

where GF = 1.6637(1) ·10−5GeV−2 is the Fermi coupling constant [31], MZ , MW , MH are

the masses of the Z, W and Higgs bosons, and sin2 θW (MZ) = 0.23122(15) is the Weinberg

angle [31]. From the last equation we get [17]

aEW
τ (one-loop) = 55.2 (1) · 10−8. (1.20)

The two-loop correction to aEW
τ involves 1678 diagrams [37, 38]. Naively one would expect

the two-loop EW terms to be of order (α/π) ·aEW
τ and thus negligible, on the contrary they

contribute quite substantially because of the appearance of terms enhanced by a factor of

log(MW,Z/mf ), where mf is a fermion mass scale much smaller than MW . The two-loop

EW contribution is [17, 38]

aEW
τ (two-loop) = −7.74 · 10−8, (1.21)

a 14% reduction of the one-loop result. The three-loop EW corrections to aτ were

determined to be extremely small via renormalization-group analysis [39]. The total EW
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part is [17]

aEW
τ = 47.4 (5) · 10−8. (1.22)

1.2.3 The Hadronic Contribution

τ

τ

γ

Hadrons

(a) Leading order cor-
rection

τ

τ

γ

Hadrons

(b) A higher order cor-
rection

τ τ

γ

Hadrons

(c) Light-by-light

Figure 1.4: Examples of hadronic contributions to aτ .

Unlike the QED part, the contribution from quantum fluctuations involving hadrons can-

not be computed from theory alone, because most of the hadronic physics occurs in the

low-energy non-perturbative QCD regime. At the leading-order (α2) the corresponding

Feynman diagram is shown in fig. 1.4, which involves one hadronic insertion. By virtue of

the analyticity structure of the vacuum polarization correlator, the hadronic contribution

to the magnetic anomaly can be calculated via the dispersion integral [40–43]:

aHLO
τ =

m2
τ

12π3

∫ ∞
4m2

π

ds
σ(0)(e+e− → hadrons)Kτ (s)

s
, (1.23)

where σ(0)(e+e− → hadrons) is the total hadronic cross section of the e+e− annihilation

in the Born approximation, and Kτ (s) is a bounded function of the energy monotonously

increasing to unity at s→∞ [40–43]:

Kτ (s) =

∫ 1

0
dy

y2(1− y)

y2 + s(1− y)/m2
τ

. (1.24)

The computation gives [17]

aHLO
τ = 337.5 (3.7) · 10−8. (1.25)

As for the QED three-loop case, the hadronic higher-order contribution (α3) can be divided

into two parts: aHHO
τ = aHHO

τ (vp)+aHHO
τ (lbl). The first one arises from diagrams containing

hadronic self-energy insertions in the photon propagators and can be estimated as in the

leading-order case. The second term is the hadronic light-by-light contribution and cannot

be directly determined via a dispersion relation approach. Its evaluation therefore relies

on specific models of low-energy hadronic interactions with electromagnetic currents. The

latest estimates are aHHO
τ (vp) = 7.6 (2) · 10−8 [44] and aHHO

τ (lbl) = 5 (3) · 10−8 [17]. The
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total hadronic contribution is [17]

aHAD
τ = aHLO

τ + aHHO
τ (vp) + aHHO

τ (lbl) = 350.1(4.8) · 10−8. (1.26)

Now we can add up all the discussed terms to derive the SM prediction to aτ :

aSM
τ = aQED

τ + aEW
τ + aHAD

τ , (1.27)

where

aQED
τ = 117 324 (2) · 10−8, (1.28)

aEW
τ = 47.4 (5) · 10−8, (1.29)

aHAD
τ = 350.1(4.8) · 10−8. (1.30)

The final results is

aSM
τ = 117 721 (5) · 10−8. (1.31)

1.3 New Physics and g-2

Quite generally, New Physics associated with a scale Λ is expected to modify the SM

prediction of the anomalous magnetic moment of a lepton l of mass ml by a contribution

of order aNP
l ∼ m2

l /Λ
2. Therefore, given the large factor (mτ/mµ)2 ∼ 283, the g − 2

of the τ is much more sensitive than the one of the muon to EW and NP effects which

give contribution ∼ m2
l , making its measurement an excellent opportunity to unveil or

constrain NP effects.

Another interesting feature can be observed comparing the magnitude of EW and hadronic

contributions to the muon and τ lepton g − 2. The EW contribution to the τ magnetic

moment is only a factor 7 smaller than the hadronic one, compared to a factor 45 in the

case of the muon. Also, while the EW contribution to aSM
µ is only a factor of 3 larger

than the present uncertainty of the hadronic contribution, this factor raises to 10 for the

τ lepton. If an NP contribution were of the same order of magnitude as that of the EW,

from a purely theoretical point of view, the g − 2 of the τ would provide a much cleaner

test of the presence (or absence) of such NP effects than the muon one. Indeed, if this

were the case, such an NP contribution to the τ lepton anomalous magnetic moment could

be much larger than the hadronic uncertainty, which is currently the limiting factor of the

SM prediction.
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1.4 The tau lepton EDM

τ τ
ντ

q2

q1W W

v v′

Figure 1.5: This two-loop diagrams does not contribute to lepton EDM. The external
photon (not shown) can be attached to any charged particle

As already mentioned, the EDM interaction violates CP -invariance. In the SM, with

massless neutrinos, the only source of CP violation is the CKM-phase (and a possible

θ-term in QCD sector). Therefore, a fundamental lepton EDM arises from virtual quarks

coupled to the lepton via virtual W±. It can be shown [45, 46] that all CP -violating

amplitudes are proportional to the phase-convention-independent Jarlskog invariant, J ,

defined by [46]

Im
[
VijVklV

∗
ilV
∗
kj

]
= J

∑
m,n

εikmεjln, (1.32)

J = s12 s13 s23 c12 c
2
13 c23 sin(δ), (1.33)

where sij = sin θij and cij = cos θij , θij are the three mixing angles of the matrix VCKM

as defined in [47], and δ is the KM phase responsible for all CP -violating phenomena in

flavor-changing processes in the SM [48].

Naively one might expect a contribution to lepton EDMs from the two-loop diagram of

Fig. 1.5. However, for each CKM matrix contribution, Vij , at one vertex v, there is a

contribution V ∗ij at the other vertex v′. Hence the overall amplitude cannot contain a

CP -violating phase. Then, one can consider three-loop diagrams. The situation was

first analyzed in some detail in [49], but it was subsequently shown that the various

contributions from three-loop diagrams (see for example Fig. 1.6) cancel [50], yielding a

net contribution of zero in the absence of gluonic corrections to the quark lines. For this

reason, in the SM lepton EDMs are predicted to be extremely small, of the O(10−38 −
10−35 e·cm) [51], which is far below the current experimental capabilities.

Models for physics beyond the SM generally induce large contributions to lepton and

neutron EDMs, and although there has been no experimental evidence for an EDM so far,

there is considerable hope to gain new insights into the nature of CP violation through

this kind of experiments.
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The current 95% confidence level limits on the EDM of the τ lepton are given by

− 2.2 < Re(dτ ) < 4.5 (10−17 e cm),

− 2.5 < Im(dτ ) < 0.8 (10−17 e cm);
(1.34)

they were obtained by the Belle collaboration [19] following the analysis of Ref. [52] for

the impact of an effective operator for the τ EDM in the process e+e− → τ+τ−.

W

W W

l lνl

γ

quark loop

Figure 1.6: The sum of contributions to the tau EDM from these three-loop diagrams
vanishes in the SM as shown in Ref. [50]. For clarity here the vector boson propagators

are draw with dashed lines.

1.5 Experimental determintaion of aτ

The very short lifetime of tau lepton (2.9× 10−13 s) makes it very difficult to measure its

electric and magnetic dipole moments. the present resolution on its anomalous magnetic

moment, aτ , is only of O(10−2) [16], more than an order of magnitude larger than its SM

prediction (1.31). In fact, while the SM value of aτ is known with a tiny uncertainty of

5× 10−8 (1.31), this short lifetime has so far prevented the determination of aτ measuring

the tau spin precession in a magnetic field, like in the electron and muon g−2 experiments.

Instead, in order to investigate the dipole moment form factors, experiments focused on

various high-precision measurements of τ pair production in high-energy processes, com-

paring the measured cross sections with the SM predictions.
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The current PDG limit on the tau g−2 was derived in 2004 by the DELPHI collaboration

from e+e− → e+e−τ+τ− total cross section measurements at
√
s between 183 and 208

GeV at LEP2 (the study of aτ via this channel was proposed in [53]). The measured

cross-sections were used to extract limits on the anomalous magnetic and electric dipole

moments of the tau lepton. The measured values of the cross section were compared to

the SM values, assuming that possible deviation were due to non-SM values of aτ . The

95% CL limit obtained is [16]

− 0.052 < aτ < 0.013, (1.35)

that can be also expressed in the form of central value and error as [16]

aτ = −0.018 (17). (1.36)

In [54] the reanalysis of various measurements of the cross section of the process e+e− →
τ+τ−, the transverse τ polarization and asymmetry at LEP and SLD, as well as the decay

width Γ(W → τντ ) at LEP and Tevatron allowed the authors to set a model-independent

limit on new physics contributions,

− 0.007 < aNP
τ < 0.005, (1.37)

a bound stronger than that in Eq. (1.35). This analysis, like earlier ones, was performed

without radiative corrections, but the authors checked that the inclusion of initial-state

radiation did not affect significantly the obtained bounds. However this analysis is not

taken into account by the PDG data group because in [54] it is assumed Im(aτ ) = 0.

Comparing Eqs. (1.31) and (1.36) (their difference is roughly one standard deviation), it

is clear that the sensitivity of the best existing measurements is still more than one order

of magnitude worse than needed.

Several methods have been suggested to improve upon existing bound. In [55] was sug-

gested to study the radiative decay W → τ ν̄τγ as a function of the anomalous magnetic

moment of the tau. Authors computed the future statistical bounds achievable at Teva-

tron and LHC (1 year run) through the study of the normalized differential decay rate for

W → τ ν̄τγ ( dΓ
dEγ

/ΓSM). The expected sensitivity at Tevatron and LHC (1 year run) are,

respectively, 2.3 × 10−2 and 2.5 × 10−3 at 90% CL (but no background is considered in

this analysis).
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In [56] was investigated the possibility of using heavy-ion collision at the LHC for measuring

the electromagnetic properties of tau lepton. The suggested reaction

PbPb→ PbPb γγ → PbPb ττ (1.38)

has the advantage that photons here can be seen as initial partons and therefore almost

real (q2 ∼ 0). However, in this case, the longitudinal momentum of the τ+τ− pair cannot

be reconstructed. The expected 1σ bounds at the LHC, for the analyzed subchannel

γγ → ττ → `ρννν, is |aτ | < 3× 10−3 [56].

γγ

F1Υ

(c)
τ+e+

+
γ γ

Υ

(d)
τ+e+

e− τ−τ−e−

F2

Figure 1.7: Diagrams: (c) Υ production, (d) F2V in Υ production.

Yet another method would use the channeling of polarized taus in a bent crystal similarly

to the suggestion for the measurement of magnetic moments of short-living baryons [57]. In

these kind of experiments, a strong electric field is applied to the bent crystal and properly

tuned so that the electric field is seen by the fast-moving particle as a large mega-tesla

magnetic field: the spin then precesses significantly before the particle decay, and it can be

measured later from the angular distribution of final state particles This method has been

successfully tested by the E761 collaboration at Fermilab, which measured the magnetic

moment of the Σ+ hyperon [58]. However the challenge of this method is to produce of a

polarized beam of taus. In the case of muon g−2 experiment, the polarized muons come

from pions that almost totally decay π+ → µ+νµ. In the case of the tau lepton, it was

suggested to use the decay B+ → τ+ντ , which would produce polarized tau leptons [59],

however, this particular decay of the B has a very tiny branching ratio of O(10−4). In 1991,

when this suggestion was published, the idea seemed completely unlikely. Nonetheless, in

the era of B factories, when the decay B+ → τ+ντ is already observed by the Belle

collaboration [60], the realization of this idea in a dedicated experiment is definitively not

excluded.

The future high-luminosity B factory Belle-II [61] offers new opportunities to improve the

determination of tau electromagnetic properties. Authors in [15] proposed to determine

the Pauli form factor F2V (q2) of the tau via τ+τ− production in the e+e− collisions at

the Υ resonances (Υ(1S), Υ(2S) and Υ(3S)) with a sensitivity of O(10−5) or even better.

In super B factories the center-of-mass energy is
√
s ≈ MΥ(4S) ≈ 10 GeV, and therefore
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F2V (q2) is no longer the magnetic anomaly. When attempting to extract the value of F2V

from scattering experiments (as opposed to using, say, a background magnetic field) one

encounters additional complications due to the contributions of various other Feynman

graphs, not related to the magnetic form factor.

In particular in e+e− → τ+τ− there are contributions not only from the usual s-channel

one-loop vertex corrections but also from box diagrams that, by the way, are gauge de-

pendent. The contributions of the latter may interfere in the experimental determination

of what we call F2V (q2), i.e. the magnetic part coming only from the vertex, and should

be somehow subtracted out. This may be done either by computing the box contribu-

tions and subtracting them from the cross section, or by performing the measurement in

a kinematic region where the boxes happen to be numerically subleading. Indeed, the

strategy proposed in [15] for eliminating the contamination from the boxes is to measure

the observables on top of the Υ resonances; in this kinematic regime the (non-resonant)

box diagrams are numerically negligible, and only one loop corrections to the γττ vertex

are relevant (Fig. 1.7).

However, at Belle and future Belle-II the beam energy spread makes it almost impossible

to resolve the very narrow peaks of the Υ(1S, 2S, 3S). Indeed, the visible total cross section

of resonances is not a perfect Breit-Wigner resonance, but actually the convolution of the

theoretical Breit-Wigner cross section with a gaussian spread,

σvis. =

∫
σ(W )

1√
2πσbeam

exp

[
−(W −MΥ)2

2σ2
beam

]
dW, (1.39)

where σbeam ≈ 10 MeV [62] is the systematic beam energy spread at KEKB in the W =
√
s = 2E scale, and σ(W ) is the total cross section in the Breit-Wigner approximation:

σee→Υ→ττ (s) = 12π
Br(Υ→ ee)Br(Υ→ ττ)Γ2

tot

(s−M2
Υ)2 +M2

ΥΓ2
tot

= σpeak

M2
ΥΓ2

tot

(s−M2
Υ)2 +M2

ΥΓ2
tot

≈ σpeakπMΥΓtotδ(s−M2
Υ) = σpeak

πΓtot

2
δ(W −MΥ). (1.40)

Here we have defined the cross section at peak σpeak = 12πBr(Υ → ee)Br(Υ → ττ)/M2
Υ.

The expression for the visible cross section, obtained substituting Eq. (1.40) into Eq. (1.39),

is

σvis. = xσpeak, with x =

√
π

8

Γtot

σW
. (1.41)

In Tab. 1.3 we compare the visible cross section for these Υ resonances with the non-

resonant cross section around the region of the Υ(4S), σnon−res.(e
+e− → τ+τ−) ≈ 4πα2/(3s) ≈

0.92 nb. There will not be any notable resonant structure in the cross section, but only
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Υ MΥ [GeV] Γtot [keV] σpeak [nb] x x
σpeak

σnon−res.

Υ(1S) 9.46 54 101 3.4× 10−3 37%
Υ(2S) 10.02 31 56 2.0× 10−3 12%
Υ(3S) 10.35 20 68 1.3× 10−3 9%
Υ(4S) 10.58 20× 103

Table 1.3: Estimated visible cross section at Belle-II for at e+e− → Υ→ τ+τ−.

some distortion of the slope. Therefore, at Belle (and Belle-II) the τ+τ− events pro-

duced with beams at a centre of mass energy
√
s = MΥ are mostly due to non-resonant

interacition.

1.6 Radiative leptonic τ decays

We propose to measure the dipole moments of tau lepton through its radiative leptonic

decays:

τ− → l− ντ ν̄l γ, with l = e, µ. (1.42)

The possibility to set bounds on aτ via the radiative leptonic τ decays was suggested long

ago in [63]. In that article the authors proposed to take advantage of a radiation zero of the

LO differential decay rate which occurs when, in the tau rest frame, the final lepton l and

the photon are back-to-back, and l has maximal energy. Since a non-standard contribution

to aτ spoils this radiation zero, precise measurements of this phase-space region could be

used to set bounds on its value. However, this method is only sensitive to large values of

aτ (at the radiation zero the dependence on non-standard aτ contributions is quadratic),

and preliminary studies with Belle data show no significant improvement of the existing

limits (see Sec. 1.11).

The authors of Ref. [54] and [52] have applied effective Lagrangian techniques to study aτ

and dτ . Our strategy is similar: the energy scale
√
s ≈ mτ involved in tau radiative tau

decays allow us to study the tau dipole moments introducing, beside the SM Lagrangian,

two new effective terms of the form:

Leff = LSM + ca
e

4Λ
Oa − cd

i

2Λ
Od, (1.43)

where the operators Oa,d are given by

Oa = τ̄σµντ F
µν , Od = τ̄σµνγ5τ F

µν . (1.44)
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The scale Λ represents the scale where any kind of physics which is not described by LSM

generates a contribution to the tau’s electric or magnetic dipole moment and is therefore

larger than the electroweak scale, i.e. Λ > MZ . For simplicity we assume the scale Λ to

be equal for both operators Oa,d, knowing that actually the scale for the EDM is much

higher than that for the g−2. The contributions from the two effective operators Oa,d
to the electromagnetic form factors are the same for q2 = 0 as for q2 6= 0. The point is

that only higher dimensional operators would give rise to a difference between these two

cases, which means that such contributions are suppressed by higher powers of q2/Λ2 [54].

In our case, q2 may be of the order of m2
τ while Λ is certainly higher than MZ and we

may therefore safely neglect contributions from higher dimensional operators. Of course,

the requirement that q2 � Λ2 is the fundamental hypothesis of our effective Lagrangian

approach.

Even if the set of two operators introduced in Eqs. (1.43) and (1.44) are not gauge invariant

under the gauge group SU(2)L × U(1)Y , they can be recovered from dimension-six gauge

invariant operators,

OB =
g′

2Λ2
`Lφσ

µντRBµν + h.c., (1.45)

OW =
g

2Λ2
`Lt

aφσµντRW
a
µν + h.c., (1.46)

after spontaneous symmetry breaking [64–67]. Here `L = (ντL, τL) is the tau leptonic

doublet, φ is the Higgs doublet, Bµν and Wµν the U(1)Y and SU(2)L field strength

tensors, and g′ and g are the gauge couplings. However, for simplicity we will consider

only the dimension five operators in Eq. (1.43).

The effective Lagrangian in Eq. (1.43) gives the following predictions for the tau dipole

moments:

aτ =
α

2π
+ ca

mτ

Λ
+ · · · (1.47)

dτ = cd
1

Λ
+ · · · (1.48)

where the dots indicate higher-order contributions not relevant for our discussion (note,

in (1.48), that dτ has no QED contribution). We then define the parameters

ãτ ≡ ca
mτ

Λ
, d̃τ ≡ cd

1

Λ
. (1.49)

Our goal is to provide a method to determine ãτ and d̃τ with a precision of O(10−3) or

better. This calls for an analogous precision on the theoretical side. For this reason,

we computed the decay rate prediction for the processes in (1.42) including radiative
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corrections at next-to-leading order (NLO) in QED and not negligible contribution from

W -boson propagator of O(m2
τ/M

2
W ) ≈ 5 · 10−4 (see Secs. 1.8 and 1.9). The comparison of

this NLO prediction, modified by the additional terms in (1.43), to sufficiently precise data

allows to determine ãτ and d̃τ (and thereby aτ via (1.47)) possibly down to the level of

O(10−4). Feasibility study results for the measurement of ãτ and d̃τ at Belle and Belle-II

are then reported in Sec. 1.11

1.7 Muon Decay and the definition of GF

Before discussing tau leptonic radiative decays, it is worthwhile to recall the relation

between muon decay and the definition of the Fermi constant GF .

Let us focus our attention on muon decay. In the SM, the full inclusive decay rate of

µ− → e− νµ ν̄e(γ) (1.50)

is [68]

Γ(µ) =
G2
µM

5

192π3
F
(
r2
)

(1 + δµ) [1 + δW(M,m)] , (1.51)

where r = m/M , rW = M/MW,

F (t) = 1− 8t+ 8t3 − t4 − 12t2 ln t (1.52)

is a phase-space factor and M and m are, respectively, the muon and electron mass. Also,

Gµ√
2
≡ g2

8M2
W

(1 + ∆r) , (1.53)

where g is the SU(2)L gauge coupling constant and ∆r is the electroweak correction in-

troduced by Sirlin in Ref. [69]. The term δµ is the QED correction evaluated in the Fermi

V –A theory; it includes the corrections of virtual and real photons up to O(α2), as well

as the tiny contribution of the decay µ− → e−νµν̄ee+e− [70–79]. Moreover,

δW(M,m) =
3

5
r2

W

(
1− r2

)5
F (r2)

+ O
(
r4

W

)
(1.54)

is the tree-level correction induced by the W -boson propagator recently computed by

Ferroglia, Greub, Sirlin and Zhang [68]. Its leading and next-to-leading contributions

can be immediately derived from (1.54): (3/5)(M/MW)2 and (9/5)(m/MW)2, respectively.

While the leading one is well known in the literature [80, 81], the next-to-leading term
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differs from that reported in earlier publications [82–84]. We also computed these tree-

level correction induced by the W -boson propagator and we confirmed the result in (1.54),

in agreement with Ref. [68]. We should add that while (3/5)(mµ/MW)2 ∼ 1.0× 10−6 is of

the same magnitude as the present experimental relative uncertainty of the muon decay

rate in (1.51), 1.0 ppm, the subleading contribution (9/5)(me/MW)2 ∼ 7.3× 10−11 is out

of experimental reach in the foreseeable future. Moreover, radiative corrections to muon

decay of O(α3) ∼ 10−7 and O(αm2
µ/M

2
W) ∼ 10−8 have not yet been computed.

The Fermi constant of weak interactions, GF , is defined from the muon lifetime τµ evalu-

ated in the Fermi V –A theory,

L = −GF√
2

[
ψ̄νµγ

α (1− γ5)ψµ
] [
ψ̄eγα (1− γ5)ψνe

]
+ h.c., (1.55)

plus QED to leading order in the weak interaction coupling constant. We remind the reader

that to leading order in GF , but to all orders in α, the radiative corrections to muon decay

in the Fermi V –A theory are finite after mass and charge renormalization [18]. Specifically,

the present Particle Data Group (PDG) definition of GF is given by the relation [85, 86]

1

τµ
=
G2
Fm

5
µ

192π3
F

(
m2
e

m2
µ

)
(1 + δµ) . (1.56)

This definition is independent ofMW, whereas earlier ones (see, for example, PDG 2010 [31])

included the additional factor [1 + (3/5)m2
µ/M

2
W] on the r.h.s. of (1.56). Since this factor

does not arise in the Fermi theory framework, it is more natural not to include it in the

definition in (1.56). Also, identifying (1.56) with (1.51) one finds the relation [68]

G2
µ = G2

F / [1 + δW(mµ,me)] , (1.57)

with δW(mµ,me) = 1.04× 10−6 given by (1.54).

The muon decay rate in (1.51) can be immediately extended to the tau leptonic decays

τ− → l− ντ ν̄l (γ) with l = e, µ, (1.58)

identifying M with mτ and m with me or mµ. The QED correction δµ should also be

replaced by δτ , the appropriate one for these decays, while the electroweak corrections are

the same as those contained in Gµ for muon decay [87]. Furthermore, in order to express

these tau decay rates in terms of GF , one should also replace Gµ in (1.51) via (1.57), thus

obtaining

Γ(τ) =
G2
FM

5

192π3
F
(
r2
)

(1 + δτ )

[
1 + δW(M,m)

1 + δW(mµ,me)

]
. (1.59)
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Note that the leading contribution to δW(M,m), appearing in the numerator in square

brackets, is independent of the flavor of the final lepton; it amounts to (3/5)(mτ/MW)2 ∼
2.9 × 10−4. The term δW(mµ,me) in the denominator, due to the relation between Gµ

and GF , has been kept for completeness, but it is of the same order of magnitude as

the uncomputed radiative corrections of O(αm2
τ/M

2
W) ∼ 10−6. The hadronic corrections

to (1.59) are still missing too; they are of O(α2/π2) ∼ 10−5 [76, 88].

Our prediction for the energy-angle distribution of the final charged lepton in the decays

(1.50) and (1.58) of a polarized µ− or τ− at rest is

d2Γ(µ,τ)

dx d cos θl
=
G2
FM

5

192π3

xβ

1 + δW(mµ,me)
×{

3x− 2x2 + r2(3x− 4) + f(x)

+ r2
W

[
2x2 − x3 − 2r2

(
1 + x− x2 + r2

)]
− cos θl xβ

[
2x− 1− 3r2 + g(x)

+ r2
W x

(
x− 2r2

)]
+O

(
r4

W

)}
, (1.60)

where β ≡ |~pl|/El =
√

1− 4r2/x2, pl = (El, ~pl) is the four-momentum of the final charged

lepton, x = 2El/M varies between 2r and 1 + r2, p and n = (0, n̂) are the four-momentum

and polarization vector of the initial muon or tau, with n2 = −1 and n · p = 0, and cos θl

is the angle between n̂ and ~pl. The corresponding formula for the decay of a polarized µ+

or τ+ is simply obtained inverting the sign in front of cos θl in (1.60).

The functions f(x) and g(x) are the QED radiative corrections; f(x), contributing to the

isotropic (θl-independent) part, has been calculated up to O(α2), while g(x), contributing

to the anisotropic one, is known up to leading O(α2) effects [70–73, 89–94]. The hadronic

corrections to (1.60), which are of O(α2/π2), were computed for the decay of the muon,

but not yet for the tau [95]. The terms proportional to r2
W are induced by the W -boson

propagator. The leading ones, of O(r2
W), agree with those of Ref. [96]. To our knoledge,

the calculation of the subleading terms, of O(r2r2
W), is new.

1.8 Radiative tau decays: Tree-level contributions

We can now turn our attention to the decays

τ− → l−ν̄lντγ, with l = e, µ, (1.61)

where the photon is detected and measured.
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The SM leading-order (LO) prediction for the differential decay rate in Eq. (1.61) of a

polarized τ− is, in the tau lepton rest frame,

d6Γ0

dx dy dΩl dΩγ
=

αG2
FM

5

(4π)6

xβ

1 + δW(mµ,me)

×
[
G(x, y, c) + xβ n̂ · p̂l J(x, y, c) + y n̂ · p̂γ K(x, y, c)

]
, (1.62)

where α = 1/137.035 999 174 (35) [97] is the fine-structure constant, GF = 1.166 378 7(6)×
10−5 GeV−2 [98] is the Fermi coupling constant, mτ = 1.776 82 (16) GeV [85] and r =

ml/mτ . Also x = 2El/M and y = 2Eγ/M , where El and Eγ are the energy of l and

photon. The final charged lepton and photon are emitted at solid angles Ωl and Ωγ ,

respectively, with normalized three-momenta p̂l and p̂γ , and c ≡ cos θ is the cosine of the

angle between p̂l and p̂γ . The corresponding formula for the radiative decay of a polarized

τ+ (or µ+) is simply obtained inverting the signs in front of the scalar products n̂ · p̂l and

n̂ · p̂γ in (1.62).

The function G and, analogously, J and K, are given by

G(x, y, c) =
4

3yz2

[
gLO(x, y, z) + r2

W gW(x, y, z) +O
(
r4

W

) ]
, (1.63)

where z = xy (1− cβ) /2. The functions gLO, jLO, and kLO, computed in [72, 81, 99,

100], arise from the pure Fermi V –A interaction, whereas gW, jW, and kW are the new

leading contributions of the W -boson propagator. Their explicit expressions are reported

in Appendix.

The operators Oa and Od in Eq. (1.43) generate additional contributions to the differential

decay rate in (1.62). They can be summarised in the shift

G(x, y, c) → G(x, y, c) + Re(ãτ )Ga(x, y, c) + mτ Im(d̃τ )Gd(x, y, c), (1.64)

and similarly for J and K. Moreover, inside the squared bracket of Eq. (1.62) it appears

the additional term

y x β ~n · (p̂l × p̂γ)
[
mτ Re(d̃τ )Ld(x, y, c) + Im(ãτ )La(x, y, c)

]
(1.65)

inside the square brackets of (1.62). Tiny terms of O(ã2) and O(d̃2) were neglected since

known to be subleading.
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1.9 Radiative tau decays: QED radiative corrections

As shown long ago by Sirlin in [18], to leading order in GF but to all orders in α, the

radiative corrections to muon decay are finite in the Fermi V -A theory.Since this special

feature holds also for taus decaying into leptons, we computed all NLO corrections to

radiative leptonic decays in the Fermi theory, i.e. collapsing the weak decay, mediated by

the W -boson, to an effective four-fermion interaction. This is sufficient for the desired level

of precision: higher order NLO correction are expected to of O(αm2
τ/MW ). In this section

we present our NLO prediction originated by real photon emission and one-loop virtual

photonic corrections. Our results will be also compared with previous works [101, 102]

Throughout the calculation, full dependence on the mass ratio r = mr/mτ is taken into

account.

1.9.1 Virtual corrections

In the Fermi theory the exchange of a W boson in tau decays is collapsed to a four-

fermion interaction. Therefore a virtual photon can be exchanged only between charged

fermion, as shown in Fig. 1.8. We performed the computation of one-loop diagrams via

Passarino-Veltman reduction [103] of tensor integral, with the use of the Mathematica

package FeynCalc [104] as well as Form [105] for the algebra of gamma matrices. We

calculated the final set of scalar integrals as described in [106] and we numerically checked

our results with LoopTools [107]. We also used results of Ref. [108] for box scalar integrals

appearing from diagrams in Fig. 1.8d. We adopted dimensional regularization, in order

to regularize ultraviolet divergences (UV), and we introduced a fictitious photon mass,

λ, for the treatment of infrared divergences (IR) related to soft photon emission. IR

singularities associated to collinear photon emission were already “regularized” since we

kept the final charged lepton mass dependence. UV divergences were removed via on-shell

renormalization scheme.

After mass and charge renormalization UV divergences cancel out in the case of tau and

muon decay [69], contrary to what append in general in the Fermi theory. This follows

from the fact that, under a Fierz rearrangement that interchanges the wave functions ψe

and ψνµ in Eq. (1.55), the currents remain purely left-handed vector currents. This is in

sharp contrast to the case of neutron decay in which scalar and pseudo-scalar terms are

generated and for which the following arguments break down. The radiative corrections

in that case are not finite.

Considering the vector part, ψ̄eγ
µψµ, of this effective µ − e current, one sees that after

fermion mass renormalization is performed the remaining divergences are independent of
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Figure 1.8: Tau radiative decays: one loop diagrams.

the masses and thus cancel, as for the case of pure QED. The QED corrections to the axial

vector part may be shown to be finite by noting that the transformations ψe → γ5ψe and

me → −me leave LQED invariant but exchange ψ̄eγ
αψµ ↔ ψ̄eγ

αγ5ψµ. Thus the radiative

corrections to the axial-vector part of the current are equal to those of the vector part in

the limit of me = 0.

In practice, if we express the Fermi Lagrangian expressed in term of bare fields as

− GF√
2
ν̄0τ

[
γµ(1− γ5)

]
τ0 · l̄0

[
γµ(1− γ5)

]
ν0l + h.c., (1.66)

renormalization of the wave functions, τ0 =
√
Z2ττ and l0 =

√
Z2ll, leads to

− GF√
2

√
Z2τ

√
Z2lν̄τ

[
γµ(1− γ5)

]
τ · l̄

[
γµ(1− γ5)

]
νl + h.c.. (1.67)

The renormalization condition of muon decay does not required the introduction of a bare

GF . By expanding to the first order in α the factor
√
Z2τ

√
Z2l,√

Z2τ

√
Z2l = 1 +

1

2
(δZ2τ + δZ2l) +O(α2), (1.68)

we can identify the second term of the r.h.s. as a sort of “counter term”, which exactly

cancel the UV divergences in diagrams 1.8b. However, we stress that this cancellation is

accidental in muon decay and it is not imposed by any renormalization condition as in the

case of charge or mass.
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1.9.2 Real corrections

Emission of a second soft photon with energy below some threshold is experimentally

undistinguishable from single emission. If the soft energy-cut satisfies Emin � mτ , then

the total amplitude factorizes:

Mγγ = ie

[
pl · ε′
pl · k′

− pτ · ε′
pτ · k′

]
Mγ , (1.69)

where ε′ and k′ are polarization and momentum of the second soft photon, and Mγ is

the LO amplitude for the single photon emission. Integration over the soft photon phase

space gives

dΓγγ = −α
π

{(
ln y2

min − ln
λ2

M2

)[
1 +

x√
x2 − 4r2

ln (X1)

]
+

x√
x2 − 4r2

[
ln2 (X1) + ln (X1) + Li2

(
2
√
x2 − 4r2

x+
√
x2 − 4r2

)]
− 1

}
dΓγ . (1.70)

where ymin = 2Emin/mτ is the normalized photon energy threshold, λ is the fictitious

photon mass and

X1 = −x− 2r −
√
x2 − 4r2

x− 2r +
√
x2 − 4r2

. (1.71)

Our result in Eq. (1.70) agrees with those in Refs. [72, 102]. In the end, we verified that

IR poles arising from virtual correction cancel out with those appearing in real photon

emission.

1.9.3 NLO prediction and comments

The differential decay rate for τ → lντ ν̄lγ at NLO in QED is

d6Γ

dx dy dΩl dΩγ
=
αG2

FM
5

(4π)6

xβ

1 + δW(mµ,me)

[
G(x, y, c) + xβ n̂ · p̂l J(x, y, c)

+ y n̂ · p̂γ K(x, y, c) + y xβ n̂ · (p̂l × p̂γ) L(x, y, c)

]
. (1.72)

The function G(x, y, c), and similarly for J and K, is given by

G(x, y, c) =
4

3yz2

[
gLO(x, y, z) +

α

π
gNLO(x, y, z; ymin) + r2

W gW(x, y, z)
]
, (1.73)

where gLO(x, y, z) and gW(x, y, z) are tree-level contributions, as described before in Sec. 1.8,

and gNLO(x, y, z; ymin) contains both virtual and real QED corrections. For clarity here, we
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omitted those terms involving the dipole moments. The term L(x, y, z), appearing in front

of the P violating term n̂·(p̂l × p̂γ), is purely induced by loop corrections and free of any IR

of UV divergences. As a matter of fact, L(x, y, z) is of the form
∑

i Pi(x, y, z)Im [Ii(x, y, z)],

where Pi are polynomials in x, y, z and Ii(x, y, z) are scalar integrals with imaginary part

does different from zero.

QED one-loop corrections to muon (tau) leptonic radiative decay were computed before in

an unpublished study by Donnachie and Mohammad [109], by Fischer et al. in [101], but

only the isotropic part gNLO independent on n̂, and by Arbuzov and Sherbakova in [102],

with full spin dependence, but in the r → 0 limit. While in the first two cases their the

results were unavailable, in the second case the authors provided us with the decay rate

in a Fortran program. We found perfect numerical agreement for the isotropic part gNLO

(better than per mil level), while we totally differ in the anisotropic parts jNLO and kNLO.

We recall that our calculation has been performed independently by M. Passera, L. Mercolli

and M. Fael, and we found agreement for the function gNLO, jNLO and kNLO. Moreover, we

noted also in the NLO decay rate formula of [102] (equivalent to our expression (1.72)),

that the term L(x, y, z) does not appear and thus represent another big discrepancy. From

the discussion before, it is clear that the L(x, y, z) may vanishes if one erroneously assumes

the scalar integrals to be real. In order to solve this disagreement, or to better confirm

our result, we examined in depth our calculation and we performed the following series of

check:

• We checked that the function L(x, y, z) is not zero, neither it vanishes in the limit

r → 0.

• Since our expression agrees with [102] for the isotropic part G, but not with the

spin-dependent one, J,K and L, this suggests that a possible mistake does not

lie in the one-loop amplitude computation, but more likely in the evaluation of

gamma matrices traces. Anyway, as a main check, we also explicitly verified that

the renormalized one-loop amplitude, ε∗µ(pγ)Mµ
virt, satisfy the Ward identity,

pγ µMµ
virt = 0, (1.74)

where ε∗µ(pγ) is the polarization vector of the out coming photon whose momentum

is pγ .

• The traces of gamma matrices have been checked with the programs Form and

FeynCalc.

• Weak decays and spin projectors involve the treatment of γ5 in dimensional regu-

larization. We used [110] scheme. Another way to treat consistently the γ5 is to
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renounce dimensional regularization. Indeed, since we had to deal only with one-

loop integrals, it appeared worthwhile to newly derive the NLO sector of (1.72) in

the D = 4 Pauli-Villars regularization scheme. We found perfect agreement with the

case of dimensional regularization.

1.10 Branching Ratios

In this section we report results for the branching ratios of tau leptonic decays. We

implemented the NLO differential decay rates in Eq. (1.72) in C and Fortran codes, used

in the feasibility study of Sec. 1.11 and for evaluation of partial widths.

The kinematic limits for x, c, and y are

2r ≤ x ≤ 1 + r2, −1 ≤ c ≤ 1, (1.75)

0 < y ≤ ymax(x, c), (1.76)

where the maximum normalized photon energy is

ymax(x, c) =
2
(
1 + r2 − x

)
2− x+ c xβ

. (1.77)

However, every experimental setup has a minimum photon energy Emin
γ = ymin(M/2)

below which photons are not detected. As the constraint ymin < ymax(x, c), necessary to

measure radiative decays, leads to the bound c < cmax(x), with

cmax(x) =
2
(
1 + r2 − x

)
−
(
2− x

)
ymin

xβ ymin
, (1.78)

the kinematic ranges of x, c, and y > ymin are reduced to

2r ≤ x ≤ 1 + r2, −1 ≤ c ≤ min{1, cmax(x)}, (1.79)

ymin ≤ y ≤ ymax(x, c). (1.80)

We noted that the terms in G, J , and K proportional to r2 cannot be neglected in the

integrated decay rate. Indeed, the functions multiplying these r2 terms generate a singular

behavior in the r → 0 limit after the integration over c ≡ cos θ: terms proportional to

r2/z2 in G (or J , K) lead to a nonvanishing contribution to the integrated decay rate since∫
dc (1/z2) ∝ 1/z is evaluated at the integration limit c → 1 where z → xy (1− β)/2 ≈
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process B.R. 10−2 exp. B.R.

µ+ → e+νeν̄µγ 1.3× 10−2 1.4 (4)× 10−2

τ− → e−ν̄eντγ 1.84× 10−2 (1.75± 0.06± 0.17)× 10−2

τ− → µ−ν̄µντγ 3.67× 10−2 (3.61± 0.16± 0.35)× 10−2

Table 1.4: Branching ration of radiative mu and tau decays for a photon energy thresh-
old Emin

γ = 10 MeV. Experimental value for the decay of µ+ from ref. [114]. A new
preliminary measurement of this branching ratio has recently been reported by the MEG
experiment [117]. The values for τ− were measured by the CLEO Collaboration, where

the first error is statistical and the second one is systematic [115].

process B.R. (LO) B.R. (NLO) B.R. (NLO)/B.R. (LO)

µ+ → e+νeν̄µγ 1.31× 10−2 −1.1× 10−4 −0.8%
τ− → e−ν̄eντγ 1.836× 10−2 −1.83× 10−3 −10%
τ− → µ−ν̄µντγ 3.67× 10−2 −9.1× 10−4 −2.5%

Table 1.5: Contributions to the branching ratios given by the NLO correction (α/π)gNLO

in (1.73), and ratios to the LO.

r2(y/x) for x� 2r. If the initial µ± or τ± are not polarized, Eq. (1.72) simplifies to

d3Γ

dx dc dy
=

αG2
FM

5

(4π)6

8π2 xβ

1 + δW(mµ,me)
G(x, y, c). (1.81)

Integrating Eq. (1.81) over the kinematic ranges (1.79) and dividing the result by the muon

or tau total widths Γµ,τ one obtains the branching ratios of the radiative decays (1.61) for a

given threshold ymin. We note that these branching ratios contain mass singularities (and

ln ymin) [81, 111], but their presence does not contradict the Kinoshita–Lee–Nauenberg

theorem, which applies only to total decay rates [72, 112, 113].

The branching ratio of radiative µ and tau decays with a minimum detected photon

energy Emin
γ = 10 MeV are reported in Tab. 1.4 and compared with current experimental

values [114, 115]. Montecarlo integration has been performed with the Cuba library [116].

The relative contributions to the branching ratios arising from the isotropic terms gLO, gW

and gNLO are shown in Tabs. 1.5 and 1.6. In tau radiative decays, NLO term gives a −10%

correction, for l = e, and −2.5% correction, for l = µ, and thus cannot be neglected in

the measurements of tau dipole moments. These corrections receive enhancement from

soft and collinear emission through the logarithms ln ymin and ln r. Effects from W -boson

propagator quite small, of O(10−4). However, we want to emphasize that the lack of these

contributions in the decay rate, even if small, would induce an extra source of systematic

uncertainty in our analysis.
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process B.R. (LO) B.R. (MW) B.R. (MW)/ B.R. (LO)

µ+ → e+νeν̄µγ 1.31× 10−2 1.5× 10−8 O(10−6)
τ− → e−ν̄eντγ 1.836× 10−2 5.7× 10−6 3× 10−4

τ− → µ−ν̄µντγ 3.67× 10−3 1.2× 10−6 3× 10−4

Table 1.6: Contributions to the branching ratios given by the W -boson effect r2WgW

in (1.73), and ratios to the LO.

Contributions to the partial widths arising from the effective operators (1.44) are very tiny

compared to the LO. For example the additional contributions from g−2 coupling to the

branching ratios are [(8.6× 10−4)ãτ + (3.5× 10−4)ã2
τ ]% (for l = e) and [(8.2× 10−4)ãτ +

(3.3×10−4))ã2
τ ]% (for l = µ). Branching ratios are too inclusive quantities to improve upon

current bound on tau dipole moments since their contributions are killed by integration.

Only exploiting the full phase space one can disentangle these tiny effects. Indeed, the

method of unbinned maximum likelihood, described in the next section, basically fits the

triple differential decay rate in Eq. (1.72), i.e. it aims precisely to use the maximum amount

of information from every single radiative decay event.

1.11 Feasibility study at Belle and Belle-II

by S. I. Eidelman, D. A. Epifanov

As it was suggested in [63] we performed feasibility study of the ãτ in the vicinity of

the radiation zero point in the phase space of τ → `ννγ (` = e, µ) decay (cos (̂`, γ) =

−1, x = 2Emax
` /mτ = 1 +

m2
`

m2
τ
). For that we analyzed a set of τ+τ− events, where

one τ decays to the radiative leptonic mode and the other τ decays to ordinary leptonic

mode, (τ± → `±1 ννγ, τ
∓ → `∓2 νν), `1,2 = e, µ; `1 6= `2, or shortly (`±1 γ, `

∓
2 ). We

excluded (e±γ, e∓) and (µ±γ, µ∓) events from our analysis due to the large background

from e+e− → e+e−γ and e+e− → µ+µ−γ processes. Analyzed events were produced

by KKMC/TAUOLA/PHOTOS generators [118–120] and processed by GEANT3 based

program [121] in the conditions of Belle experiment [122–125].

The sensitivity to ãτ is determined by the background suppression power εsig/εbg (where:

εsig - detection efficiency for signal events, εbg - detection efficiency for background events).

The main background comes from the ordinary radiative leptonic decays (characterized by

ãτ = 0) as well as from (τ+ → `+1 νν; τ− → `−2 νν)γISR events with initial state radiation

(ISR) to the large polar angles in the detector. As the fraction of the signal events in the

vicinity of the radiation zero point is very small we extended signal region to maximize
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εsig/εbg:

0.1 < cos (̂`1, γ) < 0.8, cos (̂`2, γ) < −0.9, and Eγ > 0.5 GeV. (1.82)

Even in this case the ãτ upper limit (UL(ãτ )), which can be achieved with the whole Belle

statistics (of about 0.9× 109 τ pairs) is only UL(ãτ ) ' 2. We found that the phenomenon

of radiation zero has no large influence on the εsig/εbg. The dynamical structure of the

signal events, determined by Ga(x, y, c) and Gaa(x, y, c) form factors, allows us to achieve

εsig/εbg ∼ 100 only. At the same time the suppression of the signal branching fraction (for

ãτ = 1) is Bbg/Bsig ' 2000, i.e. about one order of magnitude larger than εsig/εbg. As a

result there is no possibility to improve essentially ãτ ∼ 1 sensitivity.

The other more complicated and most powerful method to extract ãτ and d̃τ is an unbinned

maximum likelihood fit of events in the full phase space. The main idea of this method

is to consider events where both taus decay to the particular final states. One τ∓ (signal

side) decays to radiative leptonic mode and the other τ± (tag side) decays to some well

investigated mode with large branching fraction. As a tag decay mode we choose τ± →
ρ±ν → π±π0ν, it also serves as spin analyser, which allows us to be sensitive to the spin

dependent part of the differential decay width of signal decay using effect of spin-spin

correlation of taus [126]. In the technique we analyze (`∓ννγ, π±π0ν) events in the 12th

dimensional phase space (PS). The probability density function (PDF) is constructed from

the total differential cross section dσ
dPS(e+e− → τ∓τ± → (`∓ννγ, π±π0ν)), which is a sum

of spin independent term and spin-spin correlation term.

To write the total differential cross section we follow the approach developed in [127, 128].

The differential cross section of e+e− → τ+(~ζ∗+)τ−(~ζ∗−) reaction in the center-of-mass

system (c.m.s.) is given by formula [126]

dσ(~ζ∗−, ~ζ∗+)

dΩ
=

α2

64E2
τ

βτ (D0 +Dijζ
∗−
i ζ∗+j ), (1.83)

where D0 = 1 + cos2 θ + sin2 θ/γ2
τ and

Dij =


(1 + 1

γ2
τ
) sin2 θ 0 1

γτ
sin 2θ

0 −β2
τ sin2 θ 0

1
γτ

sin 2θ 0 1 + cos2 θ − 1
γ2
τ

sin2 θ

 , (1.84)

with ~ζ∗∓ is polarisation vector of τ∓ in the τ∓ rest frame (unitary vector along τ∓ spin

direction). Asterisk marks parameters measured in the associated τ rest frame. Moreover,

α, Eτ , γτ = Eτ/Mτ , βτ = Pτ/Eτ and θ are fine structure constant, energy, Lorentz factor,

velocity of τ (in the units of c) and polar angle of τ− momentum direction respectively.
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Signal differential decay width is written in the form (with unimportant, for this analysis,

total normalization constant κ`γ):

dΓ(τ∓(~ζ∗)→ `∓ννγ)

dx∗dy∗dΩ∗`dΩ∗γ
= κ`γ

[
A(x∗, y∗, z∗)∓ ~ζ∗ · ~B(x∗, y∗, z∗))

]
, (1.85)

where A(x, y, z) = G(x, y, z) and

~B = ~n∗`
√
x∗2 − 4r2J + ~n∗γy

∗K + [~n∗` × ~n∗γ ]y∗x∗β∗L (1.86)

Definitions of all variables in the last equations can be found in(1.62).

The τ±(~ζ ′
∗
) → ρ±(K∗)ν(q∗) → π±(p∗1)π0(p∗2)ν(q∗) decay width reads (with the total

normalization constant κρ):

dΓ(τ± → π±π0ν)

dm2
ππdΩ∗ρdΩ̃π

= κρ(A
′ ∓ ~B′~ζ ′

∗
)W (m2

ππ), (1.87)

where

A′ = 2(q,Q)Q∗0 −Q2q∗0, ~B′ = Q2 ~K∗ + 2(q,Q) ~Q∗,

Q∗ = p∗1 − p∗2, K∗ = p∗1 + p∗2,

W (m2
ππ) = |Fπ(m2

ππ)|2 pρ(m
2
ππ)p̃π(m2

ππ)

Mτmππ
, m2

ππ = K∗2,

pρ =
Mτ

2

(
1− m2

ππ

M2
τ

)
, p̃π =

λ
1
2 (mππ,mπ,mπ0)

2mππ
. (1.88)

Here we used the Källen function λ(x, y, z) ≡ x2 + y2 + z2 − 2xy − 2xz − 2yz. Also pρ

and Ω∗ρ are momentum and solid angle of ρ meson in the τ rest frame, p̃π and Ω̃π the

momentum and solid angle of charged pion in the ρ rest frame, and Fπ(m2
ππ) is pion form

factor with CLEO parameterisation [129]. As a result the total differential cross section

for (`∓γ, ρ±) events can be written as [126]:

dσ(`∓γ, ρ±)

dE∗` dΩ∗`dE
∗
γdΩ∗γdΩ∗ρdm2

ππdΩ̃πdΩτ

= κ`γκρ
α2βτ
64E2

τ

(
D0A

′A+DijBiB
′
j

)
W (1.89)

In the c.m.s. the τ∓ directions are limited on a arc (ΦA,ΦB). The neutrino mass constraint

in the decay τ+ → ρ+ν is written as (pτ − pρ)2 = 0, which gives the τ+ production angle,

Θτ , with respect the ρ direction ~nρ. This relation says that the τ+ direction ~nτ , which

lies on a unit sphere, is on the circumference of a circle Cρ with radius equal to sin Θτ ,

as shown in Fig. 1.9. Similarly the invariant mass Mνν̄ > 0 of the two neutrino system

in the decay τ− → l−νν̄γ give a constraint to Θ′τ , where Θ′τ is the τ angle along the
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~nρ

~nlγ

Clγ

Cρ

~nτ

A

B

x∗

y∗

Θτ

×

Figure 1.9: Configuration of the two circles Cρ and Clγ on a unit sphere, which are
determined from the decay τ+ → ρ+ν and τ− → l−νν̄γ, respectively. The kinematically
allowed region for Cρ is the circumference and the region Clγ is either inside or outside

of the circle, depending on cos Θτ > 0 or < 0

direction of the lγ system. The inequality Mνν̄ > 0 confines the vector ~nτ inside the circle

Clγ . Therefore, in the c.m.r., the direction of the τ∓ system is given by the intersection

between the circumference of Cρ and the circle Clγ , i.e. the arc (ΦA,ΦB).

Experimentally we measure particle parameters in the c.m.s., hence visible differential

cross section is given by [128]:

F(p`,Ω`, pγ ,Ωγ , pρ,Ωρ,m
2
ππ, Ω̃π) =

dσ(`∓γ, ρ±)

dp`dΩ`dpγdΩγdpρdΩρdm2
ππdΩ̃π

=

=

ΦB∫
ΦA

dσ(`∓γ, ρ±)

dE∗` dΩ∗`dE
∗
γdΩ∗γdΩ∗ρdm2

ππdΩ̃πdΩτ

∣∣∣∣ ∂(E∗` ,Ω
∗
` , E

∗
γ ,Ω

∗
γ ,Ω

∗
ρ,Ωτ )

∂(p`,Ω`, pγ ,Ωγ , pρ,Ωρ,Φτ )

∣∣∣∣ dΦτ , (1.90)

where the integration is done over the unknown tau direction, which is constrained by

(ΦA,ΦB) arc. Both ΦA and ΦB angles are calculated using parameters measured in the

experiment. The Jacobian in Eq.(1.90) can be further simplified as:∣∣∣∣ ∂(E∗` ,Ω
∗
` , E

∗
γ ,Ω

∗
γ ,Ω

∗
ρ,Ωτ )

∂(p`,Ω`, pγ ,Ωγ , pρ,Ωρ,Φτ )

∣∣∣∣ =

∣∣∣∣∂(E∗` ,Ω
∗
` )

∂(p`,Ω`)

∣∣∣∣ · ∣∣∣∣∂(E∗γ ,Ω
∗
γ)

∂(pγ ,Ωγ)

∣∣∣∣ · ∣∣∣∣ ∂(Ω∗ρ,Ωτ )

∂(pρ,Ωρ,Φτ )

∣∣∣∣, (1.91)

where the expressions for the latter Jacobians can be found in [128].

In our feasibility study we developed special generator of the signal (`∓ννγ, π±π0ν) events.
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Table 1.7: Sensitivities to ãτ and d̃τ in radiative leptonic decays of τ (ρ-tag and full tag
cases), which can be achieved with the whole data sample collected at Belle and planned
in Belle II experiment. Results of the previous most precision studies done at DELPHI

and Belle are also shown in the last two strings.

Re(ãτ ) Im(ãτ ) Re(d̃τ ) Im(d̃τ )

Belle (ρ-tag) 0.16 0.16 0.15 0.046
Belle-II (ρ-tag) 0.023 0.023 0.021 0.007

Belle (full tag) 0.085 0.085 0.080 0.024
Belle-II (full tag) 0.012 0.012 0.011 0.003

DELPHI 0.017 — — —
Belle — — 0.0015 0.0008

For the unbinned maximum likelihood fit of the generated events the PDF is constructed

as ( ~X = (p`,Ω`, pγ ,Ωγ , pρ,Ωρ,m
2
ππ, Ω̃π)):

P( ~X) =
F( ~X)∫
F( ~X)d ~X

(1.92)

By fitting samples of generated events corresponding to the amount of data available at

Belle [122–125] and expected at Belle II [61, 62] we studied sensitivities to ãτ and d̃τ

parameters.

Obtained results are collected in Table 1.7. The sensitivities are shown for two cases:

events are tagged by τ± → ρ±ν only (ρ-tag); six decay modes with the total branching

fraction of about 90% are used for the tag: τ± → ρ±ν, τ± → π±ν, τ± → π±π0π0ν,

τ± → π±π+π−ν, τ± → e±νν, τ± → µ±νν (full tag). In the full-tag case, the sensitivity

increase due to the statistical factor
√

90/25.5 = 1.88 (comparing with ρ-tag case with

Br=25.5%) We noted that the integration over (ΦA,ΦB) arc inflates the uncertainty by a

factor of 1.4 (in comparison with the case when direction of tau is known). Also, inclusion

of the spin dependent part of the differential decay width gives ∼ 1.5 increase in the

sensitivity to ãτ and d̃τ . It is interesting to note that for events with τ → eνν̄γ the

sensitivity is two times worse than for τ → µνν̄γ (for the same statistics). In Tab. 1.7 the

sensitivities to ãτ and d̃τ obtained in the previous most precise studies at DELPHI [16]

and Belle [19] are also shown for the comparison. It is clearly seen that the measurement

of Re(ãτ ) and Im(ãτ ) in τ radiative leptonic decays at Belle II with the full tag can be

already competitive with DELPHI result. While the expected sensitivity to Re(d̃τ ) and

Im(d̃τ ) is still worse than the most precise measurement of d̃τ in τ+τ− production vertex

done at Belle.

Concerning our expectation on tau dipole momentsO(10−3), it was difficult to estimate the
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sensitivity in this multidimensional likelihood fit before performing it. Here the question

was how strong are the peculiarities of the multidimensional shape associated with addi-

tional ãτ and d̃τ terms. We can have better upper limits if the shapes are bigger enough.

But even from the beginning it was clear that functions Ga, Gd, Ja etc., are suppressed

in comparison with G, J,K: at small y-values G ∼ 1/y2 but Ga ∼ 1 (y = 2Eγ/mτ ). So

the sensitivity is determined by interplay between peculiarities of dipole moments related

shapes, which tend to increase the sensitivity, and the mentioned suppression, which tend

to decrease it. Eventually, it could be solved only in the real feasibility study.





Chapter 2

Top Quark Dipole Moments

2.1 Introduction

In view of its large mass the top quark is a unique probe of the dynamics that breaks

the electroweak gauge symmetry. While the observation of a Higgs boson at the CERN

LHC [130, 131] and first measurements of its production and decay channels appear to

be consistent with the Standard Model (SM) Higgs mechanism of electroweak symmetry

breaking, this mechanism is still far from being validated at high precision. Deviations

from the SM are likely to be most pronounced in processes involving top quarks. They

may become manifest as deviations of the top-quark gauge-boson couplings from the values

predicted by the SM (see [4, 5] for overviews).

Several studies have established photon radiation in top quark pair production at hadron

colliders as potential probe of anomalous coupling effects [13], which could be improved

upon only at a future high-energy electron-positron collider by exploiting final state cor-

relations [14] in top quark pair production. The production of tt̄γ final states was first

measured at the Tevatron [132], and studies at the LHC are ongoing [133, 134]. While

indirect constraints on anomalous electromagnetic couplings from electroweak precision

data or flavour physics observables turn out to be very constraining for bottom quarks [8–

10], only loose constraints can be obtained in the case of top quarks (see [11, 12] for recent

studies).

With the hadron collider cross sections for top quark pair production and single top quark

production being of comparable magnitude, it appears worthwhile to extend the con-

siderations made in [13] to photon radiation in single top quark production as probe of

anomalous electromagnetic couplings of the top quark. It is the aim of the present chapter

to investigate the sensitivity of photon radiation in single top quark production events on

43
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anomalous electromagnetic couplings of the top quark. In Sec. 2.2, we give an overview

of the photonic vertex function of the top quark, and the we will introduce its effec-

tive field theory expansion defining the top quark electric and magnetic dipole moments

(Sec. 2.3). The parton-level phenomenology of these new operators will be discussed in

Sec. 2.4, followed by numerical results for signal and background processes contributing

to single-top-plus photon production in view of a determination of anomalous couplings

in this process (Sec. 2.5). These results are used in Section 2.6 to quantify the sensitivity

of future LHC data on these couplings.

2.2 SM prediction for top dipole moments

In this section we briefly analyze the current determination of the top quark dipole mo-

ments.

2.2.1 Top anomalous magnetic moment

The top form factor F2V (q2), appearing in (1.1), can be computed in perturbation theory

and they are known for heavy quarks to one loop in the electroweak theory [38, 135, 136]

and two loops in QCD [137–139]. As already highlighted, in general the form factors are

not physical quantities for any q2, since they are gauge dependent and infrared divergent.

However the quantities F2V (0) and F2A(0) have physical meaning: they can be defined as

the residues of the photon pole in scattering amplitudes in the soft photon limit. Moreover

they are gauge invariant (with respect to the full SM gauge group) and infrared-finite.

SM values for the static dipole moments can be derived from the form factors results. It is

important to note that, compared to the case of leptons, heavy quarks anomalous magnetic

moment receives the largest contribution from QCD corrections. QCD contributions to

heavy quark g−2 are known up to three-loop level:

aQCD

t =
αs
2π
CF +

(αs
2π

)2
A

(2l)
Q +

(αs
2π

)3
A

(3l)
Q +O

(
α4
s

)
, (2.1)

where the QCD coupling αs = αs(µ), with µ the renormalization scale, is defined in the

standard MS scheme with Nl massless quarks and one quark Q with mass mQ.

The leading contribution arises from the one-loop digram in Fig. 2.1 in which a virtual

gluon is exchanged (instead of a virtual photon as in the case of a lepton). The mass

independent result is [140]

aLO
q =

αs
2π
CF , (2.2)
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t t

γ

Figure 2.1: leadin contribution to the top anomalous magnetic moment.

in analogy with the leading contribution to the the electron g−2 αem/(2π) [25].

Two-loop contributions in QCD has the analytic compact form [140]:

A
(2l)
Q = C2

F

(
−32

4
+ 2ζ2 (5− 6 ln(2)) + 3ζ3

)
+ CFCA

(
−317

36
+ 3ζ2 (−1 + 2 ln(2))− 3

2
ζ3

)
+ CFTF

(
119

9
− 8ζ2

)
− 25

9
CFTFNl + CFβ0 ln (rQ) , (2.3)

where rQ = µ2/m2
Q, ζn is the Reimann zeta function, and CF = (N2

c − 1)/2NC , CA = Nc,

TF = 1/2 with Nc = 3 being the number of colors. Furthermore β0 = (11CA − 4TF (Nl +

1)/6). The analytic expression for the three-loop QCD coefficient A
(3l)
Q was computed

in [141] and it is not reported here.

Numerical results for the case of the bottom and top quark are reported in Tab. 2.1 where

in the case Q = t, values are computed in Nf = Nl + 1 flavour QCD with Nl = 5,

i.e. all quarks but the top taken to be massless, while for Q = b it is assumed mi = 0

(i = u, d, s, c) and mb 6= 0. Two-loop contribution to at and ab are about 30 and 70

percent of the respective leading terms of order αs. Also, three-loop corrections size are

comparable to the two-loop ones. For the top quark they represent about 10 percent of

the total anomalous moment, whereas for the bottom they give 30% correction.

As already anticipated, electroweak corrections are subleading with respect to the QCD

one. The first QED contribution, similar to that one in Eq. (1.11), provides with the

result:

aEW
Q = Q2αe.m.

2π
, (2.4)

where Q is the heavy quark charge and αe.m. is the fine structure constant. In the case

of top quark, QED contribution is of O(10−3), i.e. of the same order of magnitude of the

three loop QCD corrections.

In any case, the level of precision required by three-loop QCD corrections and the QED

one is beyond the estimated achievable sensitivity of future hadron colliders and flavor
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physics experiments.The best constraints on top anomalous couplings can at present be

obtained from a combination of the direct production process pp̄ → tt̄γ [? ] and flavour

observables. They read [12]:

−3.0 < at < 0.45 ,

−0.29× 10−16e cm < dt < 0.86× 10−16e cm . (2.5)

t (µ = mt) b (µ = mb)

a
(1l)
Q 2.29 · 10−2 4.55 · 10−2

a
(2l)
Q 7.1 · 10−3 3.01 · 10−2

a
(3l)
Q 2.5 · 10−3 2.43 · 10−2

aQ 3.25 · 10−2 7.56 · 10−2

Table 2.1: One-, two- and three-loop contributions, and their sum, to the anomalous
magnetic moments of the top and bottom quark. Input values are mt = 175 GeV, mb = 5

GeV, αs(mt) = 0.1080, αs(mb) = 0.2145 [140].

2.3 Effective field theory approach to top quark dipole mo-

ments

Following the approach described for the case of tau lepton, also discussed in [12, 142–144],

we chose to describe dipole moments effects in top production via an effective Lagrangian

Leff = −∆at
Qte

4mt
t̄σµνtF

µν + i
∆dt

2
t̄σµνγ5tF

µν . (2.6)

The couplings ∆at and ∆dt are reals and related to the top quark g−2 and EDM.

We recall that the interacting Lagrangian (2.6) actually must be thought as arising within

the framework of gauge-invariant effective operators, which results after integrating the

heavy degrees of freedom associated to possible NP. The large number and variety of

dimension-six operators [64] leads to the appearance of many possible Lorentz structures

for the top trilinear vertices , involving a large number of parameters:

Leff =
∑
i

Ci
Λ2
Oi. (2.7)

Some of these operators are redundant and can be eliminated through the equation of mo-

tion [142]. Therefore phenomenological studies can be carry on using simpler Lagrangian.

In the case of electromagnetic dipole moments interactions, as shown in [142, 145] there

are two, and only two, dimension-six gauge-invariant operators that give rise to both the
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g−2 and EDM,

O33
uBϕ = C33

uBϕq̄L3σ
µνtRϕ̃Bµν + h.c. ,

O33
uW = C33

uW q̄L3σ
µντatRϕ̃W

2
µν + h.c. , (2.8)

where the new physics scale is Λ � v, and the coefficients C33
uBϕ and C33

uW are related to

the parameters in (2.6) via

∆at
Qt
4

=

√
2

e
Re
[
cWC

33
uBϕ + sWC

33
uW

] vmt

Λ2
, (2.9)

∆dt/2 =

√
2

e
Im
[
cWC

33
uBϕ + sWC

33
uW

] v
Λ2
. (2.10)

It is interesting to note that the vector coupling γµ in (1.1) does not receive corrections from

the dimension-six operators. Redundant operators, like OqW ,OqB and OuB of Ref. [64],

would yield corrections ∼ q2t̄Lγ
µtR. A redefinition of such operators eliminates such

terms [142], so that corrections to the electromagnetic coupling are absent. Additional q2

terms in the form factors would arise from higher-dimensional operators (e.g. dimension-8

operators) and thus are further suppresses by power of q2/Λ2. For this reason in it is

important to not have the momentum in the process above the Λ scale.

2.4 Top quark dipole moment in single-top-plus-photon pro-

duction

The measurement of ∆at and ∆dt is extremely challenging because of the very short mean

life of the quark that makes it impossible to measure the two parameters by the interaction

with an external electromagnetic field. Bounds on the anomalous couplings of the top can

be inferred from the cross section for tt̄ pair production and single-top production at the

LHC. Their extraction in top quark pair production from tt̄γ and tt̄Z final states was

investigated in detail in [13]. These measurements can be complemented by single-top

quark production processes, which we study here.

Single top quark production at LHC is largely dominated by the t-channel process: pp→
t + j with a light quark jet in the final state [146, 147]. A potential probe of anomalous

couplings in the top quark sector thus proceeds through the reaction

pp→ tjγ. (2.11)
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To quantify the potential effect of an anomalous magnetic moment of the top quark on

this process, we first consider the parton-level reaction

ub→ tdγ, (2.12)

at fixed centre-of-mass energy, and in the rest frame of the incoming partons.

Cross sections are obtained with a Fortran code generated by FeynArts and FormCalc [107,

148]. The new operators appearing in Eq. (1.43) are implemented in FeynArts with the

Mathematica package FeynRules [149]. Following the above reasoning, we focus our dis-

cussion on the CP-conserving coupling ∆at 6= 0 and set ∆dt = 0. The total cross section

σ for the reaction in Eq. (2.12) can be split in three contributions,

σ = σSM + ∆atσa + ∆a2
tσaa, (2.13)

where σSM is the leading-order Standard Model prediction, the term σa linear in ∆at arises

from the interference between Standard Model and the anomalous amplitudes, whereas

the quadratic term σaa is the self-interference of the anomalous amplitudes.
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Figure 2.2: The parton-level cross section for ub→ tdγ. Left: Photon energy distribu-
tion at

√
s = 2 TeV. Standard Model process and anomalous contribution for ∆at = 1,

∆dt = 0. Right: The parton-level cross section as function of the parton-parton centre-
of-mass energy

√
s. Ratio of the anomalous terms σa and σaa to the Standard Model

process for different values of ∆at.

We observe in Fig. 2.2 (left) that a contribution from the g−2 coupling gives a photon

energy spectrum harder than the SM one because of the grow with
√
s associated to the

dimension 5 operators in Eq. (1.43). The relative importance of the linear and quadratic

terms σa and σaa is illustrated in Fig. 2.2 (right). It can be seen that for large |∆at| > 0.1,

the quadratic term σaa clearly dominates over the interference contribution σa. This

feature can be understood from the helicity structure of the amplitudes for the Standard

Model process and for the anomalous contribution. As a consequence, we expect a bound
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on ∆at to be almost insensitive on the sign and limited by quadratic dependence of the

cross section on the anomalous coupling.

As already anticipated in the previous section, analogous results are obtained for a non-

zero electric dipole moment case when the role of the dimensionless parameter ∆at is

played by ∆dt(2mt/Qte).

2.5 Numerical results for signal and background processes

To assess the potential of single-top-plus-photon production at the LHC (with centre-of-

mass energy of 14 TeV), we concentrate on photon radiation in the t-channel single top

production process, pp → tjγ, followed by t → bW+, where the W boson decays into an

electron or a muon (τ leptons are ignored). We take into account also t-channel single-top

production followed by top radiative decay (t→ blνlγ). The process is combined with its

charge conjugate pp → t̄jγ, followed by t̄ → b̄W−. From now on we will refer to these

processes simply as “single-top+γ”. In the final state of the processes

pp → γl+νlbj,

pp → γl−ν̄lb̄j with l = e, µ, (2.14)

we require two jets, one of them tagged as a b-jet, a hard isolated photon, an isolated

lepton and missing energy from the undetected neutrino.

We generate at leading-order parton-level event samples with MadGraph5 [150]. Besides

its Standard Model electromagnetic interaction, the top quark couples with the photon

also via the effective operators introduced in Eq. (1.43), by means of a new Madgraph

model generated with FeynRules [149]. We assume in general contributions from both

the anomalous electric and magnetic dipole moments. In the simulation the top quark

mass is mt = 173.5 GeV and all other quarks and leptons masses are set to zero. The

single-top cross section is computed in the five-flavour scheme and includes top quark

and W decay width effects and full spin correlations. All cross sections for signal and

background are computed using CTEQ6L1 parton distribution [151]. The renormalization

and factorization scales are chosen event-by-event to be

µ2
F = µ2

R = m2
t +

∑
i

p2
T (i), (2.15)

where mt is the top mass and the index i runs over the visible particles in the final state.
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The acceptance cuts for signal and background events are

pT (γ) > 100 GeV, pT (j) > 20 GeV, pT (b) > 20 GeV, /pT > 20 GeV,

|η(γ)| < 2.5, |η(b)| < 2.5, |η(j)| < 5, |η(l)| < 2.5,

∆R(j, b) > 0.4, ∆R(j, l) > 0.4, ∆R(j, γ) > 0.4,

∆R(l, γ) > 0.4, ∆R(l, b) > 0.4, ∆R(b, γ) > 0.4, (2.16)

where ∆R2 = ∆Φ2 + ∆η2 is the separation in the rapidity-azimuth plane and /pT is the

missing momentum due to the undetected neutrino.

The large cut on the photon transverse momentum enhances the contribution from the

anomalous couplings, which grow with the photon energy. As a side effect, it also results

in a suppression of Standard Model background processes yielding the same final state

signature.

In addition to the cuts listed above, we also require the final state to be consistent with

the single-top+γ production. In particular to reduce the background, the invariant mass

m(lbν) of the b-jet, the charged lepton and the neutrino should be close to the top mass.

We choose to apply the technique in Ref. [152] for the reconstruction of the unmeasured z-

component of the neutrino momentum pz(ν). The transverse momentum of the neutrino

is given by the x- and y-components of the /ET vector, while the z-component pz(ν) is

inferred by imposing a W -boson mass constraint on the lepton-neutrino system. Since the

constraint leads to a quadratic equation for pz(ν), in case of two real solutions the smaller

one |pz| is chosen. If the solutions are complex, the neutrino px and py are rescaled such

that the imaginary radical vanishes, but keeps the transverse component of the neutrino

as close as possible to /ET . In the end we select events with:

150 GeV < m(lbν) < 200 GeV. (2.17)

The assumption m(lbν) ∼ mt does not take into account the possibility of the radiative top

decay where mt ∼ m(lbvγ). However we checked that the contribution to the total cross

section arising from radiative top decay is suppressed by the cut on the photon transverse

momentum.

2.5.1 Signal cross section

Imposing the cuts listed in Eqs. (2.16) and (2.17) we obtain a cross sections for single-top-

plus-photon production at the
√
s = 14 TeV LHC of 9.0 fb for final states involving a t
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quark and 5.6 fb for final states involving a t̄ quark. In the following, we will always add

both these contributions to obtain the single-top-plus-photon production rates.

In Fig. 2.3 we show various distributions for single-top+γ production at the LHC. To

illustrate the magnitude of potential effects, we compare the Standard Model prediction

with a prediction including a non-standard ttγ coupling with at = 1.0, dt = 0. It can be

seen that the photon spectrum is considerably harder in the high-pT region when at 6= 0.

Consequently, g−2 effects are enhanced in the configuration where the top quark (or its

decay products b and l) are back to back to the photon, as shown in the ∆R distributions.
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Figure 2.3: Kinematical distributions in single-top+γ production at the LHC with√
s = 14 TeV.

2.5.2 Backgrounds

We distinguish two types of backgrounds: the irreducible background from the Standard

Model process pp → (W → lνl)bjγ, which yields the identical final state, and potentially

reducible backgrounds from various other Standard Model processes that yield different
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final states that are attributed to the single-top-plus-photon signature due to a misidenti-

fication of one or more of the final state objects.

The most important reducible background processes come from light jets faking either a

b-jet or photon, or from electrons misidentified as a photons. In the analysis we assume

a b-jet tagging efficiency of εb = 60% and a corresponding mistag rate of εlight = 0.1% for

a light jet (u, d, s quark or gluon) and εc = 1% for a c-jet, consistent with typical values

assumed by the LHC experiments, e.g. [153] We apply the cuts in Eq. (2.16) where the

(mistag) b-jet is chosen randomly.

A potentially dangerous background arises from jets misidentified as photons. To estimate

the size of these processes we define a jet fake rate fj→γ as the probability for a light

jet to be misidentified as a photon. The rate fj→γ is the one used in the experimental

measurement of the Wγ and Zγ cross section and the W+jet cross section at ATLAS [154],

which estimated it to be fj→γ ∼ 1/2500. Similar misidentification rates were reported in

the expected performance for the ATLAS detector [155]. Background processes considered

are Wjjj, Wbjj and Wbbj where a jet with at least pT > 100 GeV fakes a photon (the

Wjjj process contributes only if it also yields a mistagged b-jet).

Electrons from W and Z boson decays can be misidentified as photons since the two

particles generate similar electromagnetic signatures. The fake rate fe→γ , defined as the

probability for a true electron to be identified as a converted photon, is estimated thorough

the Z boson decay Z → ee as reported in the measurement of Wγ, Zγ, γγ cross sections

[154, 156]. The measured rate varies between 2% and 6% and in our case we conservatively

assume fe→γ ∼ 6%. Since we require events with a certain amount of missing energy, the

background taken into account here is the full leptonic tt̄ production, where the two tops

decay t → bl+νl and t̄ → b̄e−ν̄e. Processes involving a pair of vector bosons, such as

WWjj or WZjj, turn out to be irrelevant.

Other kinds of backgrounds result from Z-bosons decays to leptons, where one lepton is

outside the detector coverage (|ηl| > 2.5) and fakes missing energy. Here we consider Zbbγ,

Zbjγ, Zjjγ and tt̄γ. All these kinds of processes are negligible in our case.

Table 2.2 summarises the (Standard Model, without anomalous couplings) signal and

background cross sections after the application of the cuts in Eqs. (2.16) and (2.17). For

the single-top+γ cross section the b-tagging efficiency is included, thereby lowering the

total cross section from the parton-level value stated above.

We observe that the signal process is two orders of magnitude larger than the irreducible

background, and half the sum of all reducible background processes. It is clear that it

will be possible to establish the Standard Model single-top-plus-photon process in the
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Process
Measurable

cross section [fb]

s single-top+γ 8.0
Wbjγ O(10−2)
tt̄ full lep. 15.0
Wγ+jets 1.5
W+jets 0.4
tt̄γ 0.2
Zγ+jets O(10−2)
Z+jets O(10−2)

Table 2.2: Expected cross section for single-top+γ signal and the most important back-
ground processes at the LHC. Photon misidentification probabilities and b-jet mistag rates

and efficiencies are included.

region of high photon-pT already with moderate luminosity. However, a detection of

anomalous couplings in this process requires a precision measurement of the cross section

and of differential distributions. In the following, we use our simulation to determine the

sensitivity of future LHC measurements of single-top-plus-photon process on a potential

anomalous magnetic moment of the top quark.

2.6 Bounds from future LHC data

We use the shape of the photon transverse momentum distribution to derive quantitative

sensitivity bounds that can be obtained on the anomalous dipole moments of the top

quark. After imposing the cuts in Eqs. (2.16) and (2.17), we combine channels with

electrons and muons in the final state. We perform a χ2 test on the distributions and

calculate 68.3% and 95% confidence level limits. The dominant backgrounds consist of tt̄,

Wγ+jets and W+jets. Other sources of background are neglected. Limits at the LHC,

with
√
s = 14 TeV are computed for an integrated luminosity of 30 fb−1 (one year of

operation), 300 fb−1 (integrated luminosity expected from the upcoming run period) and

3000 fb−1 (high-luminosity upgrade option). The sensitivity bounds are shown in Fig. 2.4

and Tab. 2.3. As already discussed in Section 2.4 above, the measurement is insensitive

on the sign of the anomalous dipole moments and on the interplay of ∆at and ∆dt due to

the dominance of the self-interference term.

Concentrating on the limits at 95% confidence level, we observe that with 30 fb−1 only

contributions to the dipole moments at order unity could be detected. With higher lumi-

nosity, these limits improve towards 0.4 (at 300 fb−1) and 0.2 (at 3000 fb−1). Compared

with the current bounds (2.5), which arise essentially from flavour physics observables and
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Figure 2.4: Bounds on the anomalous dipole moments of the top quark at 68% (left)
and 95% (right) confidence level, for LHC operation at

√
s = 14 TeV.

coupling 30 fb−1 300 fb−1 3000 fb−1

∆at
+0.94
−0.92

+0.39
−0.38

+0.22
−0.21

∆dt [10−17e·cm] +3.5
−3.4

+1.5
−1.5

+0.83
−0.82

Table 2.3: Sensitivity achievable at 95% C.L. in single-top+γ at the LHC (
√
s = 14

TeV) for an integrated luminosities of 30 fb−1, 300 fb−1 and 3000 fb−1.

are thus of indirect nature, a significant improvement can be obtained. Depending on the

sign of ∆at or ∆dt, the improved constraints with a luminosity of 3000 fb−1 can be up to

a factor 10 more restrictive than current bounds.

In [13], anticipated limits (for the same luminosity scenarios) from tt̄γ final states on

the anomalous interactions of the top quarks were expressed in terms of the form factors

F2V (0) and F2A(0) defined in Eq. (1.2). These limits can be converted in a straightforward

manner into limits on the anomalous dipole moments considered here. The limits at 95%

confidence level that are obtained by tt̄γ production are very similar to those obtained

here from single-top-plus-photon production. Both channels are completely independent

from each other, and a combination of them could thus further improve the sensitivity.

2.7 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have demonstrated the sensitivity of single-top-plus-photon production

at the LHC on the anomalous dipole moments of the top quark. Contributions from the

corresponding effective operators yield a photon transverse momentum spectrum that is

harder than what is expected in the Standard Model. By simulating the signal process and

all potentially relevant irreducible and reducible backgrounds to it, we have quantified the
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numerical magnitude of anomalous top quark dipole moments that could be detected in the

14 TeV runs at the LHC with different luminosity scenarios. Our results are summarised in

Figure 2.4, they demonstrate that the bounds that can be obtained from single-top-plus-

photon production are very much comparable in magnitude to those that can be obtained

from tt̄γ final states [13], and can potentially improve upon existing bounds [11, 12] by up

to an order of magnitude.





Appendix A

Radiative leptonic decay:

formulas.

The differential decay rate for τ → ντ ν̄``γ is

d6 Γ

dx dy dΩ` dΩγ
=
αm5

τG
2
F

(4π)8

xyβ

1 + δW (mµ,me)

{
G(x, y, z) + xβ n̂ · p̂` J(x, y, z)

+ y n̂ · p̂γ K(x, y, z) + xyβ p̂` · (p̂γ × n̂)L(x, y, z)
}
,

(A.1)

with r = m`/mτ , β =
√

1− 4r2/x2 and z = xy(1 − c β). n̂ is the unit vector in the

direction of the τ ’s polarization.

G(x, y, z) = GLO +
α

π
GNLO + r2

WGW + Re(ãτ )Ga + Im(d̃τ )Gd ,

J(x, y, z) = JLO +
α

π
JNLO + r2

WJW + Re(ãτ )Ja + Im(d̃τ )Jd ,

K(x, y, z) = KLO +
α

π
KNLO + r2

WKW + Re(ãτ )Ka + Im(d̃τ )Kd ,

L(x, y, z) = Im(ãτ )La + Re(d̃τ )Ld ,

(A.2)

with rW = mτ/MW . We neglect higher orders of α, rW and ca,d. The various functions

generated by one of the effective operators take the following form:
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GLO = − 64π2

3y2z2

[
r4
(
6xy2 + 6y3 − 6y2z − 8y2

)
+ r2

(
−4x2y2 − 6x2yz − 8xy3 + 2xy2z

+ 6xy2 + 6xyz2 + 8xyz + 6xz2 − 4y4 + 5y3z + 6y3 − 2y2z2 − 6y2z − 3yz3 + 6yz2

−6z3 − 8z2
)

+ 4x3yz + 8x2y2z − 8x2yz2 − 6x2yz − 4x2z2 + 6xy3z − 8xy2z2 − 6xy2z

+ 6xyz3 − 2xyz2 + 8xz3 + 6xz2 + 2y4z − 2y3z2 − 3y3z + 2y2z3 − 2y2z2 − 2yz4

+5yz3 + 6yz2 − 4z4 − 6z3
]

(A.3)

JLO = − 64π2

3y2z2

{
6r4y2 + r2

[
y2(−4x+ z + 2) + 3yz(z − 2x)− 4y3 + 6z2

]
+z
[
4x2y + x

(
6y2 − 2y(3z + 1)− 4z

)
+ 2y3 − y2(4z + 1) + yz(2z − 3) + 2z(2z + 1)

]}
(A.4)

KLO = − 64π2

3y2z2

{
6r4y(y − z) + r2

[
y2(−4x+ 5z + 2) + yz(x− 2(z + 1)) + 3z2(x− z)− 4y3

]
− z

[
−2x2(y − z) + x

(
−4y2 + 4yz + y − z(4z + 1)

)
− 2y3 + y2(2z + 1)

−2y(z − 1)z + z2(2z + 1)
]}

(A.5)

Ga =
64π2

3yz

{
r2
(
y2 − zy + 3z2

)
− (x+ y − z − 1)z(y + 2z)

}
, (A.6)

Gd = − 128π2

3y2z

{
6y2r4 +

(
−3y3 + (−4x+ z + 2)y2 + 3z(z − 2x)y + 6z2

)
r2

+ z
(
y3 − (3z + 1)y2 + 4x2y + 2(z − 1)zy + 2z(2z + 1)

+x
(
5y2 − 2(3z + 1)y − 4z

))}
, (A.7)

Ja = − 64π2

3yz

{
− 2y3 +

(
3r2 + 2z + 2

)
y2 − 2x2y + 3zy − 2z

(
3r2 + 2z + 1

)
+ x

(
3yr2 − 4y2 + y + 2yz + 4z

)}
, (A.8)

Jd =
128π2

3z

{
(−3x− 3y + 4)r2 + 2x2 + 2y2 − 2y + x(4y − 2z − 3)− 2yz + z

}
, [1.5ex]

(A.9)
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Ka =
64π2

3y2z

{
− 12yr4 +

(
3(x+ 2)y2 +

(
3x2 + 8x− 8z − 4

)
y − 6z2

)
r2 − 2x3y

+ x2y(−4y + 2z + 1)− 2z
(
−y2 − zy + y + 2z2 + z

)
+ x

(
−2y3 + 2(z + 1)y2

+zy + 4z2
)}

, (A.10)

Kd =
128π2

3y2z

{
− 2yx3 +

(
−4y2 + (2z + 3)y + 4z

)
x2 +

(
−2y3 + 2(z + 1)y2 + 5zy

−2z(4z + 3))x+ r2
(
3yx2 + 3y2x− 4yx− 6zx+ 2y2 + 6z2 − 8yz + 8z

)
+ 2z

(
y2 − (3z + 1)y + z(2z + 3)

)}
, [1.5ex] (A.11)

La = − 32π2

3yz

{
(−3x− 3y + 4)r2 + 2x2 + 2y2 − 2y + x(4y − 2z − 3)− 2yz + z

}
,

(A.12)

Ld =
64π2

3y2z

{
2y3 −

(
3r2 + 2z + 2

)
y2 + 2x2y − 3zy + 2z

(
3r2 + 2z + 1

)
+ x

(
4y2 −

(
3r2 + 2z + 1

)
y − 4z

)}
. (A.13)
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